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Olivomare is the last born belonging to °

the well known London brand Olivo - by now 

an important presence in the aristocratic 

neighbourhood of Belgravia - and is a restaurant 

serving seafood. Apart from the name, such 

peculiarity is highlighted by the formal and 

decorative language adopted here to focus on its 

aspect using more or less clear references to the 

sea world and the environment.

The first sight when stepping into the main °

dining room, a huge jigsaw puzzle like cladding 

featuring a repeated fish patterns just crash into 

your eyes, and then you suddenly recognize the 

meshes of fisher’s nets in the wide lozengy glazed 

partition on the opposite, dividing the room apart 

from the entrance lobby. Looking up a little, you 

will find how fancy the dropping down tubular 

luminescent “tentacles”, spirals and twists of 

tubular nylon mesh are. Walking by the nine-hole 

bar counter and touching the upholstered white 

seats, you can now imagine how much the architect 

Pierluigi Piu devoted and cares. 

Pierluigi Piu, born in Cagliari (Sardinia, Italy) °

in 1954, pursued his studies at University of 

Architecture in Florence, where he lived till his 30s. 

In the 80s of last century, he was active in various 

exhibitions and trade fairs both in Italy and abroad. 

In the 90s, he became a proffetional consultant 

for architectural and interior design, working 

on some huge projects in Europe. In the 21st 

century, he does not stop his moving forward and 

taking new challenges, while keeps on stressing 

his international influence and transmitting his 

exclusive vision for the design of residential and 

commercial space.
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